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 Most people are resilient
 To build up the positives is as important as to 

reduce the negatives 
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Most of us are resilient
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Hobfoll et al. (2007)



What is it?



Bryant and Veroff (2007). Savoring. A 
new model of positive experience. 
Lawrence Erlbaum:NJ, USA

 Avoiding Bad Things
 Coping with Bad 

Things

 Obtaining Good 
Things

 Prolonging the 
effects of Good 
Things



Disengage from the negatives

Perceive both negatives and 
positives 

Able 
to
Able 
to

Schindler's List (1993)





 A pleasant life
◦ Obtaining positive emotion about the past, 

present, and the future 
 An engaged life
◦ Obtain more engagement, absorption, and flow 

through utilizing positive individual traits of 
strengths and virtues

 A meaningful life
◦ Obtain belongingness and meaning through 

serving in a positive institution which is larger 
than oneself



 Learn and do regular activities 
◦ To obtain good things 
◦ To build personal strengths 
◦ To make those activities into a habit



 Strengths Model (Rapp, 1998)
◦ Community-based treatments for persons 

with serious mental illnesses
◦ An emphasis on patients’ personal assets 

that could  be mobilized to meet individual 
goals and assist patients to function in the 
community on top of symptom reduction and 
relapse prevention

◦ Focus on individual strengths rather than 
pathology



Gymnasium. A place, typically a 
private club, providing a range of 
facilities designed to improve and 
maintain physical fitness and health. 
Oxford Dictionaries



A Framework (theories) 
for

•On strengths
Self-Understanding 
(assessment) and

•Ordinary people can use after some coaching
•Intrinsically enjoy to do (Flow)

Equipment for training 
so that 

•Savouring
People will go regularly 

to

Obtain positive things



Assessment

17



親和力

•當我見到
他人開心
時，我也
會感到開
心。

意志力

•遇到困難
時，我會
要求自己
堅持到底。

生命力

•我經常陶
醉於一些
有趣的事
物。



Mihal Csikszentmihalyi defines flow as ‘the state in 
which people are so involved in an activity that 
nothing else seems to matter; the experience itself is 
so enjoyable that people will do it even at great cost, 
for the sheer sake of doing it.’



Tong, Ho et al. (2004) 
Pursuit Your Happiness: A 
Practical Guide to Manage 
Emotions. Breakthrough 
Press

Ho, S. M. Y., Chak, Y. T. C., Yip, Y. F., & 
Wong, C. P. Y. (Eds.). (2010). Hope Stories 
Series 1-3. Hong Kong: Hong Kong Christian 
Service.



“Gratitude is an effortful state to create and 
maintain” (Emmons, 2007).

 Acknowledge of goodness in one’s life
 Recognizing that the source(s) of this 

goodness lie at least partially outside the self
 (Expression of the person’s appreciation to 

the provider of goodness)



 Savoring: Thoughts and actions that are 
aimed at appreciating and perhaps 
amplifying a positive experience of some 
sort (Bryant & Veroff, 20067)



 #1: Savoring activities can be very individualistic
◦ Watching TV, Going to Park, iPhone, Attending APP 

Conference … …
 #2: Need Three Essential “pre-conditions”
◦ Becoming relatively free of social and esteem 

concerns
◦ Focusing on the present
◦ Enhancing attentional focus on positive experience 

(Bryant and Veroff, 2007).
 #3: Use all Three Temporal Forms
◦ Anticipation
◦ Being in the moment
◦ Looking back
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